
Who We Are

Block 64 offers discovery and analytics platforms that to help customers across the 
globe. Our online portal provides you with a centralized blueprint of your total IT 
infrastructure, including assets, cybersecurity threats, and cloud utilization metrics. 
Our automated deliverables provide you with tailored insights and 
recommendations to act on these findings.

Why You Should Work With Block 64 

Our Products

Agentless Discovery Platform

Block 64 Hosted Service

We help you gain deep insight into your IT environment. With the information that 
our platform collects, we help you understand what the numbers mean and advise 
how you can act on these findings to improve operating efficiency, reduce risk, and 
save money.

Analytics Platfor

 Web-based platform accessible through 
any browse

 Easily manage purchased license
 Asset Metadata Management for contracts 

and SaaS subscription
 Local dashboard to manage and 

communicate insights

 Ideal for customers who want to keep 
their data on-premise

 Generate automated reports for 
hardware, installed software, 
cybersecurity, and resource consumption

Discovery Applicatio

 Deploy in as little as 5 minute
 Windows native application forma
 Automated cloud, cybersecurity, and 

Modern Workplace assessment
 Ability to scope environments of up to 

2,000 endpoints


Virtual Applianc

 Deploy in 60 minutes or les
 Inventory up to 10,000 endpoints per 

applianc
 Assess SNMP devices, Apple computers, 

AIX environments, and proxy servers




Block 64 What You Can Expect

Automated Reports
The Block 64 Discovery Application gathers over 1,800 data points, offering a 
wealth of insights. Depending on your specific interests, automated reports are 
generated to give you a detailed view across your entire IT infrastructure, providing 
actionable strategies to help you achieve valuable business outcomes. To learn 
more about how Block 64 can help your organization, visit Block64.com.


Contact us at info@block64.com to book your free demo today.
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Cloud Enablement

Offers a simple and cost-
effective path to the Cloud 
tailored to your unique IT 
environment.

Security



Address threats, misconfigurations and gaps 
requiring immediate action and get 
recommendations to reduce the risk to your 
business.

Optimization



Uncover opportunities to rightsize 
infrastructure using performance-based 
insights, as well as paths to modernization of 
your existing IT footprint.

Roadmap



The work done during this evaluation will 
leave you with an actionable roadmap to 
reduce risk, drive optimization and 
modernization, and reduce the cost and 
complexity of your IT footprint.

Cost & Complexity



Build the right plan for your organization by 
removing redundancies and ensuring that 
what you have is what you need - and vice 
versa.

Cybersecurity

Identifies risks and 
remediation opportunities 
in both rapid and standard-
compliant engagements.


Asset Management

Allows customers to 
understand what they have, 
so they can manage it more 
effectively.
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